The flow pattern and solidification phenomena in die casting process have been investigated in the first phase study. The flow
pattern in filling process is predicted by using a VOF method. A good agreement with experimental observation is obtained for filling the water into a die cavity with different gate geometry and with an obstacle in the cavity. An enthalpy method has been applied to solve the solidification problem.
By treating the latent heat implicitly into the enthalpy instead of explicitly into the source term, the CPU time can be reduced at least 20 times. The effect of material properties on solidification fronts is tested. It concludes that the dependence of properties on temperature is significant. The influence of the natural convection over the diffusion has also been studied. The result shows that the liquid metal solidification phenomena is diffusion dominant, and the natural convection can affect the shape of the interface.
In the second phase study, the filling and solidification processes will be considered simultaneously. The Sf term will just be a gravity force -pg. The "Darcy" source terms Sx, Sy and the energy source term Sh will be given later in the enthalpy-porosity model.
INTRODUCTION

VOF METHOD and CSF MODEL
In the filling stage of casting process, the position and shape of the free surface between the liquid and gas phase can be represented by the VOF values. The fractional volume in a typical control volume cell is defined as: 
The average density is then defined as
In filling stage, the free surface exists and the surface tension force terms Fsx and Fsy should p= PlF+ pg(l-F)
The surfacetension is an inherent characteristic of material interface, because fluid molecules at or near the surface experience uneven molecular forces of attraction. CSF model interprets the surface tension force as a continuous, three-dimensional effect across an interface, and the interface reconstruction is no longer needed.
Where ¢s is the fluid surface tension coefficient (in units of force per unit length), F is the VOF value and K is the local surface curvature. is isothermal phase change.
ENTHALPY-POROSITY MODEL
The "Darcy" source terms in momentum equations are constructed as:
The porosity _. is:
The constant D is very large that can force the velocity effectively to zero when the cell is total solidified.
Constant d is a small number for avoiding divided by zero. In this study, D and d are chosen as D=l.6xl05 and d=0.1 according to Ref.
[5]. The parameter A is formulated in such a way that the "Darcy" source term has no any influence in the fully liquid cells. While it gradually increase, dominate and finally override all other terms in the momentum equation when solid portion increases in that cell. This smooth transition is superior than the step changes that may cause divergence.
NUMERICAL METHOD
Theflow solver usedin thisstudyis the FDNScode(Finite Difference NavierStokes Solver). FDNScodecanbe usedto solve2-D planner, 2-Daxisymmetric or3-Dforms ofNavier-Stokesequationsand other scale transport equations using primitive variables andcurvilinear coordinate with non-staggered meshsystems. A pressure based predictor/multi-corrector solution procedure is employed in the FDNScodeto enhance velocity-pressure couplingand massconserved solution at theendof each timestep. This pressure based method issuitable forallspeed flow computations includingsupersonic and subsonic flow, compressible andincompressible flow, laminar andturbulent flow. The detailed description ofFDNS code canbefound inRef. [8, 9] . Figure 4 shows the moving interfaces and liquid flow patterns for the constant properties approach, where the properties are given in Table 1 Figure 6 . The difference can reach 50% for this particular case. The main reason for such a large effect is that the temperature changes 640 K inside the solid phase, so that the consideration of the thermal conductivity and heat capacity asfunctions of temperature will largelyenhance the heat conduction. Except accounting for theproperty effects, the maincontribution of thispaper is thatone algorithmis developed to solvethe energy equation by including the latent heat insidethe enthalpy instead of in source asdidin Ref. [5] [6] [7] . Because theiteration is notneeded in each time step, thismethod saves CPUtimebymorethan20 times. Asshown inFigure 7,thecorrectness ofthis methodhas beenjustifiedby comparing the interface positions carried outbythismethod with and Mass Transfer, Vol. 30, No. 8, pp. 1709 -1719 , 1987 
RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS
